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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3735862A1] A joining and levelling system for parts of furniture and furnishing items in general, such as at least an assembly (20)
consisting of a vertical panel (21) perpendicular to a floor (P) and a horizontal panel or base (22) with a visible front edge (B), parallel to said
floor (P), wherein a first pair of joining units (25A,25P), front and rear respectively, and a second pair of levelling units (41A,41P), front and rear
respectively, are applied to said vertical and horizontal panels or base (21,22), said two pairs of joining and levelling units (25A,25P,41A,41P) being
operable from the front. According to the invention, a plurality of longitudinal pass-through holes (46,47,48,49) is formed through said horizontal
panel or base (22) for access to said two pairs of joining and levelling units (25A,25P,41A,41P); actuation or manoeuvring tools (40) of said two pairs
of units (25A,25P,41A,41P), which are incorporated within the thickness (S) of said base (22) which substantially contains its overall height, being
able to pass through said holes (46,47,48,49) to which access is obtained on said visible front edge (B) of said horizontal panel or base (22).
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